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This Functional Equations meeting was held just a. couple of weeks alter the 30th an~

!liversary of the first FUDctional Equations meeting, also in Oberwolfach. To ~lebrate the
occasion, several survey papers were given whichdrew from different branches of Functional
Equations. These highly successful talks, which presented recent theoretica.l results and ap
plications, showed the growth and vitality of the discipline.

ProfeSsor Ritz, when opening the meeting, looked back over the years and recalled sorne
of tbe highlights of past meetings and such notable participants a.s Otto Haupt, Alexander
Ostrowski, Georg Aumann, Stanislaw Gor4b, Einar Hille, B~ge Jessen, Joseph Kampe de
Feriet, Helmut Kneser, Eugene Lukacs, Kar! Menger, Olga Taussky, John Todd and William
Tutte.

Tbe organizing committee consisted of Professors Janos Aczel (Waterloo, Ontario), Wal
ter Benz (Hamburg)~ Jürg Rätz (Bem)~ and Mark Taylar (Wolfville, ftfova Scotia). The
secretary of the symposium was Dr. Kazimierz Nikodem.

The 47 participants arne from Austria, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Germany, Hungary,
Italy, Kuwait, Poland, Russia, Spain, Switzerland, and the USA. Tbere were fewer partici
pants than in recent years,· partly because oE the Institute's request to restriet the number
of participants and partly because oi the start of the North American- academic year. The
quality of presentations, however, continued to be very high.. The selection of participants
particularly favored promising young members of the different Functional Equations schools.

Right after the opening, Professor Roman Ger paid tribute to the late Marek Kuczma
and Zbigniew Gajda.

In addition to the survey talks, 35 regular talks were given. The talks encompassed
the following topics: conditional equations; stability, convexity and other functional in~

equalities; functional equations in one and several variables; the translation equation and
iteration; equations on algebraic structures; functional equations describing nowhere dif
ferentiable functions and those characterizing the theta fun~tion; spectral synthesis; regu
larization theorems and general methods; applications to information measures, statistics,
quantum mechanics, gas dynamies, astrophysics, general relativity, geometry, architecture,
and to the behavioral and social sciences.

As to the general emphasis of the discipline, not only is the theory by now highly devel
oped and further developing, but in more and more other fields (e.g. mathematical economics
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and psychology, theory of measurement, dimensional analysis, physics, g~metry, actuarial
science) the essential role of Functional Equations is recognized by experts.

The highlights of the symposium included: characterizations of invariants of general
relativity tbeory without differentiability and continuity assumptions, new foundations to
dimensional analysis, crucial new developments in Ulam's stability theory which made it
more powerful and suitable for applications. The symposium also saw two important results
leading to the completion of the sOlution of the second -part of Hilbert 's Fifth Problem.

Base<! on tbe experiences of tbe meeting, several important goals became appart;mt.
Among these are: e

(1) Characterization of the groups and other structures ror which the Cauchy equation iso
stable. .

(2) Satisfactory theories of the inhomogeneous Cauchy equation

/(x + y) - /(x) - /(y) = h(x, y)

(in parlicular dependence of f upon the properties of h) and of the very general equa
tion

m n

L /j(</>;(x) + tPj{Y)) = L g,{x)h,{y)
j=1 i=1

should .be developed.

(3) Describing orthogonally additive functions on more general spaces and without homo
geneity assumptions concerning the orthogonality relation.

(4) Characterization, without continuity assumptions, ofnull-preserving mappings ofLorentz
Minkowskian manifolds in the spirit of A.D. Alexandrov's theorem.

(5) It ia now known that the diagram of the general aggregation problem does not commute.
In order: to meet the needs of applications, an appropriate functional inequality with
error estimation should be constructed.

Almost every one of the 18 scientific sessions was followed. by aperiod devoted.. to remarIes
and open problems. These turned out to be even more lively than usual. It is remarkable
that some problems posed here were salved during the symposium, as weil as some problems
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open at previous meetings.

A short general meeting discussed the format of future meetings, in particular witb re.
gard to survey talks and special sessions.

At the c10sing session the first ISFE medal for outstanding contribution to the meeting
was awarded to Gyula Maksa. Then Professor Benz dosed the meeting.

Abstracts of the talks follow in alphabetical order, and we conclude with lists of partici
pants and of e-mail addresses.

ABSTRACTS

J.ANOS ACZEL : Some recent applications 0/ functional equations to the social and be
havioral sciences. Further problems. (Survey)

Recent applications of functional equations to the questions of allocation, aggregation,
utility, taxation, theones of measurement and dimensional analysis are discussed· and open
problems fonnulated.

CLAUDI ALSINA: The bisectrixtransform and the conditional Cauchy equation
f{x + y) = f(x) + f(y) whenever Ilxll = Ilull·

We study the functional equati"an of the bisectrix transform '

f (A (IlxiiI + IIYlh ))
IIxllt + IIYIIt y Ilxlli + IIYIIt x

[
IIf( x)1 b IIf(y)1I2· ],:.

= g(A) 11/(x)1I2 + IIf(y)1I2 f(y) + 11/(%)112 + IIf(y)112 f(x) ,

where f : E1 .~ E1 is a mapping from the real normed space (E1, 11 . 111) into another real
normed space (E" 11 . 112), continuous at 0 and fex) = 0 iff x = 0, wbile 9 : ·{O, ).0, I} .....
{O,ko,l} satisfies g(O) = 0< g(..\o) = /co < g(l) = 1. Thegeneral solution f is detennined.

This problem has motivated a study (done jointly with J.L. Garcia.Roig) on the condi
tional Cauchy equation on rhombi: f(x + y) = f(x) + f{y) if IIxll = lIylI. We show that, if
f : E ~ F is a continuous mapping from a real inner product space of dimension greater
than linto a. topological real linear space, then f is a continuous linear transfonnation.

3
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ROMAN BADORA: On some generalized invariant means and their application to the
stability 0/ Hyers- Ulam type.

We preSent same eXtensions of the concept of an invariant mean to a spa.ce of vector
valued functionsdefined on a semigroup. In particular, we prove ·that, if a seinigroup S· is
amenable, then there exists a linear operator on a. space of a1l bounded functions mapping S
into a normed. spa.ce having the binary intersection property (see ?vi.M. -Day, Normed linear
spaces, Springer-Verlag, New Vork, 1973)which behaves like an invariant mea.n.

Next, for ~ function F defin~ on the Cartesian product of two amenable semigroups
into a nonne<! space having the binary intersection property, we study the stability of the e
following functional e_quati~n:

C2C1F =0,

where Ci denotes the partiaf Cauchy dift'erencewith respect to the i-th variable (i == 1,2).
Applying the generalized invariant mean, we show that this equation is stable in the Hyers-
Ulam -sense. '

MARruSZ BAJGER; An 'iterative Pezider equation.

We consider the Pexider equation -F,t = H, 0 Gt for (s,.t) belonging to the domain of a
binary operation on a groupoid K, where {F, : t E K} C ZX, {G t : t E K} C yX, {Hf: t E
K} C ZY are unknown families of functions. Conditions are established under which the
equation may be reduced to the Cauchy equation..The solution of the equation is given in
the case where there exists a unit- element e in K and He i.s an inj~tion, Ge is a surjection.
Finally, using the aboveresult, we salve the following problem: when does it follow from
the equality F,t = H.oG, for (8, t) belonging 10 a set LcRt that Fd = H.oGt for (s, t) E R~?

i:
KAROL BARON: ReceJit results on functional equa.tions in a single variable, perspectives
and -open problems. (Survey) .

Two years ago Cambridge University Press published tbe by now weH known monograph
"Iterative Functional Equations" by Marek Kuczma, Bogdan Choczewski andRoman Ger.
I discuss mainly papers which I consider important but which were published·later and/or
were not discussed in this book. No completeness is claimed (sin~e 1980 the Mathematical
Revie~s published. about 400 reviews of papers devoted to functional equations in a single
variable.)
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WALTER BENZ: lnvariants and mappings. Functional equations in geometry. (Survey)

Let 1.\1 =F 0 be a set and let G be a group of bijections of M. Then invariants and
invariant nations in the sense of Klein's Erlangen Program can be defined. Questions like
the following lead 10 functional equations: A) Find alf mappings f : M ~ M preserving an
invariant (an invariant nation), B) find invariants and invariant nations of (M, G). Results
in this directions are by Aczel, Gol4b, Kuczma, Lester, Siwek, Beclanan, Quarles, A.D.
Alexandrov, and others. They concern the solutions of the functional equa.tions involved.
We are particularly interested in geometries (M, G) which are solutions af Einstein's fteld
equation.s R.;j = Ag,j + ICIij, like Einstein's cylinder universe, de Sitter's world and others.

.:

very rece~t result concems the 2-point-invariants of Einstein's cylinder universe C" which
re additive on Cn-lines and which behave locally Lorentz-Minkowskian. They are given by

MARIO BONK: Thecharacterization 01 theta functions by functional equations., .~.

For every l1-function of one complex variable there arefunctions fit f2,9lt92 such that,
for all x, y E C,

With some obvious modifications, d-functions are the only continuous solutions fJ : Er' --+0 C
of (*). This charact~zation theorem can be used to find the general continuous solution
on Fr' of the functional equation given by the following addition theorem of W~erstass's

(7- function:

q(u+x)q(u -z)q(y +z)q(y -i) +
q(u + y)q(u - y)O'(z + %)O'(z - x) +
O'(u + z)q(u - z)O'(% + y)q(x - y) = o.

ZOLTAN BORDS: Generalizations 01 the concept 01 completely additive functions.

• Z. Dar6czy, 1. Kät'li 'lnd T. Sz'lb6 proved the follo"";ing theorem: If the sequence (.\,,) :
IN -+ 'IR with

00

(i) 0 < An +l < An , nEIN, and (ii) E ..\~ < 00

0=1

is interval-filling, i.e. the set

.S
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. S:= {E E"An I E" E {O, 1}, n = I, 2, ...}

is an interVal; then any function F : S -+ R satisfying

(iii) F (~E"An) = ~ E"F(An ) for (E,,) E {O,l}N

is linear.

The author replaces in (i) and (H) the sequence (An) by (1'\,,1), while the'set {O, I} is also •
replaced by an arbitrary (non-empty) finite subset of R. Supposed that all tails

T"'('\,,) := ('\m+l' '\m+2" ..) , m = 0,1,2 ...

of the sequence ('\n) are interval-filling in this sense, any function F : S ~ R satisfying the
analogue of (iü) has to be linear.

JANUSZ BRZD~K: On some functional equations 01 Golgb-Schinzel type.

We present an application oi the weIl known result of J.' Aczel, 'describing the continuous,
cancellative and associative binary operations on areal interval, to the problem of finding
continuous solutions of some functional equations of GolC)b-Schinzel type.

JACEK CHMIELIN'SKI: On the stability 01 the gene;Wized orthogonality equation.

. This research concerns the generalized orthogoriality equation investigated by C. Aisina.
and J.L. Garcia-Roig. Here we deal with mappings defined on the euclidea.n space R"(n ~ 2)
satisfying the generalized orthogonality equation with 50me accuracy. In other words, a. class
of approximate solutions of the generalized orthogonality equation is defined 'and investi
gated. The following theorem contains the main result.

Theorem. 11 T : Rn --+ R"(n ~ 2) is an approzi~ate solution 01 the generalized
orthogonality equation, i.e., it satisfies, with f ~ 0, the double inequality .

1 '
1 +f luoul :5IT(u)oT(v)1 ~ (1 +e)Juovl for u,U ERn

then there aists a mapping T. : ~ ~ Rn satisfying the generolized orthogonality equation., '
i.e.,

IT.(u) 0 T.(v)1 = lu 0 vi for u, vER"

6
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such that

IIT(u) - T.(u)11 ~ (1 + f)3/'l -1) min{lIT(u)II,IIT.(u)11l Cor u ERn.

ZOLTAN DAROCZY: F~nctionaJ equations 01 Abel ty~..

Let I :=]0,1 ( and x 0 y := (1 - xl/Cl - xy) far every x, y E I. A function h : I -t R is
said to be an Abel type function if ~t satisfies the functional equation

(1) . h(xoy)+h(yox)=A(x,y) (x,YEI), .

-where the func~ion.·A : I x I -+ R has a given structure. Then (1) is called a functional
equation of Abel type. The following cases are investigated: .

~f
(a) A(x,y) = g(xy), (b)A(x,y) = g(x) + g(y), (c)A(x,y) = g(xy) - g(x) - 9(Y),

where 9 : I ~ lR. is an unknown function too. Some additional properties of h are also
supposed..

WOLFGANG FÖRG-ROB: The generalized eosine equation I::;~ f(x+aky) =nf(x)f(y)·

This equation was treatedin my talk at the 29th ISFE meeting in Canada, 1991: Here
we deal wi th the following questions:

1) Answers to the questions connected to the 1991 talk.

2) Solutions after dropping same of the assumptions.

3) A generalization to an arbitrary finite group of automorphisms.

4) Further results.

•
7
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G:IAN LUIGI FORTI:, Stability offunctional equations. (Survey)

This talk is devoted exclusively' to equations in several variables. As by now traditional,
the weH known problem proposed by S.M. mamin 1940 and the result of Hyers in 1941 are
taken as starting points. .

The' main streamS of research on stability can be roughly classified· a.s folIows: . stability
of the Cauchy equation in more general settings; stability for other equations or systems;
superstability; other definitions of stability and their mutual relations; ~tability' of functional
inequalities (convexity, etc.)-.

In the talk results in tbe first 'two fields, 'about the inequalities

II/(x + y) - /(x) - f(y)1I :5 ep(z,y) and-lIf(x + y) - f(x)f(y)ll < f,

are presented and compared. .

For each of them same opeil problems Me stated. Further attention is directed to some
relatively new problems about the n perturbations in Banach algebras".

"'JAßfE-LUIS GARCIA-ROIG: On a system' 01 functional equationsin connection with
linear n'ormed spaces. .

Following [1] ud [2], we study, for a' map f: Et ~ E1 between two real linear normed
spaces EI,.E2 , the system of functional equations .

'. (i) f(tu) = tf(u), for all real t > 0 (and u in ~d,

(ii) J(u + v) = f(u) + f(u), whenever lIull ~ llvll, and

(iii) 1I/(u)1I2 =KHulh, for some positive constant K.

'.

The existence of non-trivial solutions imposes severe conditions on bath the possible maps •
f and on the possible DOrms.

We observe, however,' that the s9lutions of the aQove system, in the case where both EI
and E1 are inner product spaces, are easily obtained (d.· [1] and [2]).

8
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REFERENCES

[1 ] ALSINA, C., On the functional equation of the bisectrix transform. Manuscript,
1991. -

[2 ] ALSINA, C., GARCIA-ROIG, J-L, On a conditional Cauchy equation on rho~bi.
Manuscript, 1991.

ROMAN GER: lW"ultiplicative abstract monomials.

Multiplicative quadratic selfmappings of the rea.lline were described by C. Hammer and P.
-"olkmann in their paper "Die multiplikative Lösungen der Parallelogrammgleichung" (Abh.

Matb. Sem. Univ. Hamburg 61 (1991), 197-201). Because of the existence of discontinuous
automorphisms of the compl~ plane, a nontrivial multiplicative quadratic function on R
need not be a quadratic monomial. . ,

We look for additional conditions eliminating such a phenomenon and we investigate a
similar proble.rn for abstract monon'lials of higher orders.

ROLAND GmGENsqHN: Functional equations end nowhere differentiable /unctions.

For fixed bEN \ {1}, we consider the following system (F) of b functio~al e<iuations for
an unknown function f : [0, 1] ~ lR:

fC:V)"= a~f(%)+g~(%) for v=O•... ,b-l. (F)

Here, Clo, ••• , ab-l E lR are given constants with la~1 < 1 and 9o, ... ,9b-l : [0, 1] -.. Rare
given functions.

Some of the most prominent.nowhere differentiable functioos (such as Weierstrass or van
der Waerdeo functions) can be characterized as solutions of the system (F). Moreover, the
non-differentiability of those functions can be shown in a uniform way: It is possible to
compute certain Schauder expansions for sOlutions of (F) and then to infer differentiability

econditions from the Schauder coefficients.

This method allows us to state criteria far a system of type (F) to have a non-differentiable
solution.

9
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DETLEF GRONAU: An asymptotic formula for the iterates 0/ a function and related
fu nctional equations.

far n ~ 00, k, n and r being positive integers and x elose enough to o. Then one can derive
from (1) some functional equations for the 1/5.

Let K be: ei ther R or C and D S; K an open set containing 0 and starlike with respect
to 0 (thus a.n open interval containing 0 in the case K = R). Süppose that the continuous
function f : D ~ K with fixed point has the following asymptotic fonnula for the kn- th .
iterates. of f:

.. f{lm) (~) = t _1_, f,(kx) + 0 (~) ,
'. n ,=1 (nk) n

The first "asyniptotic approximation" /1 satisfies the functional equation

which is equivalent to

1
- Jl(mx).
m

Its general analytic solution is

(1)

(2)

•

The function /2 satisfies

/1(X)
x

-1- (a E K).
-ax

which· can be transformed to a. conditionallogarithmic functional equation. The solution is
given, under certain regularity conditions by •

/2(X) = fl(X)2b In (1 - ax), (b E lK).

HEIKO GROSS: On the characterization 0/ inset informationmeasures by the sum prop
erty and by additivity conditions.

We present abrief survey conceming the characterization of k·dimensional inset informa
tion measures on the open domain by generalized sum property and additivity conditions.

10
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Here "inset" means that the considered information measure depends botb on the probabil·
ities and on tbe events.

ANTAL J.ARAI AND LA.SZLO SZEKELYHIDI: General meth0d3 and regularization
in the theory 0/ functional equations. (Survey)

In the ta.lk a summary of recent results on general and regulari~tionmethods Cor fune·
tional equations is presented. In the first part polyp.omial a.nd related equations, quadratie .
equations and equations of d'Aiembert type are considered. Results depending on spectral
synthesis are also mentioned. The second part is devoted to the study of regularity properties

aof solutions of functiooal equations and to their improvements. Open problems are stated
Was weil.

HANS...HEINRlCH KAmIES: On the structure 0/ replicatif1e functions.

Let be D c IR and SeN. A function / : D -+ R is called replicative of type (D, S, u, v)
if there are functions u, v : 5 -+ R such that, for every x E D and k E 5,

1.-1 (X + 1I)k E / -k- =u(k)f(x) + v(k)
~O .

holds. hi the case 5 = N it is sufficient to consider the types (D, N,u, 0) with a. completely
multiplieative u : :IN ~ R. and (D, N, l,v) witb a completely additive v : N -+ R.

There exist very regular a.nd extremely pathological replicative functions. E.g., for
u(k) = l/k hoth th.e Bernoulli polynomial BI and every discontinuous additive f : R -+ R
witb /(1) = 0 are of type (R, N,u, 0). In between there are replieative functions in many
interesting function spaces. We report on this and give several general existence and unique
ness statements.

PALANIAPPAN KANNAPPAN: Inner product spaces and /unctional equations.
(Joint work with B.R. Ehanks and P.K. Sahoo)

• We determine the general solutions of the functiooal equation

fl(X +y) + lJ(x - y) = /3(X)' + /4{Y) (x, Y E G)

for fi : G ~ F (i = 1,2,3,4), where G is a 2-divisible group and F is a. commutative field
of characteristie different from 2. The motivation for studying this equation came from a
result due to Drygas who proved a Jordan - von Neumann type characterization theorem

11
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for a ;4quasi-inner" product. This equationis a generalization of the quadratic functional
equation inveStigated by several authors in connec.tion with inner product spaces and their
generalizations. Special ca.ses of this equ~tion include the Cauchy equ~tion, the Jensen equa
tion, the Pexider equation and many more. Here we detennine. the general solution ,of t~is

equation without any regularity assumptions on f•.

AL~XANDER KHOLODOV: Exactly ·solvable functio~al equations.
. .

1N.e determine a11 regular soluti~ns.of the fun~tional equation

9(Z +y) =. g-(x)g(y)H(f(z)f(y)),

We also determine all regular solutions of the functionalequation

u(x + y) = (u(x)v(y) +u(y)v(x))H(f(x)f(Y))~

where f is a solution of the first equation.

KAROLY LAJK6: A fu~ctional equation relate~ to the c~h(Jracterization of~het~functions. "

The functional equation

(1) . f(~)g(y) = h(ax +by)k(cx +dy),

where f, g, h, k are real (or complex) valued" functions of a. real variable or functions defined
on R" and a,b, c, d are fixed non-zero real numbers or non·singular square matrices of orqer
n, respectively, was considered,· among others, by J .A. Baker, 1. Ecsedi, K. Lajko and in "
special cases by J. AczeI, R.L. Halland A. Lundberg. Equation (1) has applications to the
quantum mechanical three-body problem and to the characterization of normal distributions.

Recently," M. :Bank has obtained an a-pplication of a sp~ial case of (1) to the characteri-
zation of theta functions. In this talk some new results concerning the functional equation _
(1) are presented. .,

LAsZLO LOSONCZI: Structure theo~ms for sum lormfunctionaI equation~.

Let k, i ~ 2, N be natural numbers and suppose that the functions lij, gi~, hj~:lO, 1[-+ C
(i = 1, ... , k; j = 1, ... , t; t = 1,.· .. , N) satisfy the functional equation

12
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c l

L L l!ij(X,Yj)
i=l j=l

N

L 9i,(x.:)h j'(Yj)) = 0
C=1

Car all Xi, Yj > 0 with X, + ... + %Jc =Yt +... + Yt = 1.

U the functions fij(i = 1, ... , k; j = 1, ... ,l) a.re measurable on ]0,1( then there exist
distinct complex numbers At = 0, A1 = 1, A3 = 2, ... ,AAl ud natural numbers m" ... , mAl

such that each fij is in the linear space spanned by the functions

z 1-+ x,\P (log :r)9 ( X E)0, 1( ; p = 1, ... , M; q = 0, ... ,mp - 1).

_An upper bound is given for m, + ... + mM, the dimension of this linear spare. Uoder
suitable conditions also the explicit form of the functions 9th hjt can be given.

GYULA MAKSA: Results on t- Wright conoezity.
(Joint work with K. Nikodem and Zs. Pa.J.es).

Let X be areallinear space, D a convex no~.empty subset of X and t a. fixed number
from ]0,1[. A function f : D ~ R'is said to b~ t-Wright convex if

f(tx + (1 - t)y) + f«1 - t)z +ty) :5 fez;) + I(y) x, y e p.
J. Matkowski posed the following problem: Is every t·Wright CODVex function, with a

fixed t nom ]0,1(, Jensen convexr

In this talk we show that the answer is positive for all rational t from ]0, I[ and {ar certain
algebraic numbers, however it is negative for all those values of t that are either transcen-
dental or there is an algebraic conjugate 8 of t such thai 18 - 1/21 ~ 1/2. . +.

JANUSZ MATKOWSKI: On subadditive functions.
(Joint work with T. SwiC).tkowski)

_ The main result is that every one.-to-one 3ubadditioe function f : (0,00) -+ (0,00), such

.that

lim,_oo f(t) = 0,

is continuous everywhere. This improves our recent result (cf. (1)) where f was assumed to
be bijective. We constroct a "broad class of discontinuous subadditive bijections of (0,00)

13
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which are bounded in every vicinity of O.. In the construction we usesome new criterions of
subadditivity.

Suppose that f : (0,00) -+ R i5 subadditive and satisfies (*). We examine the conditions
under which there exists an even subadditive function F : R -+ R such that 1 =FI(o,(X))·

Some applications are also mentioned.

REFERENCE

[1 I MATKOWSKI. J. and SWI4TKOWSKI, T., Quasi-monotonicity. subadditive bijec- •
ti005 of lE4, and chara.cterization of L'-norm. J. Math. Anal. Appl. 154 (1991),
493-506.

ZENON MOSZNER AND GYÖRGY TARGONSKI: Generaltheory 01 the transla
tion equation and a sUn1ey 01 reeent results and problem.s in iteration theory. (Survey)

We give a survey of results in the general theory of the translation (transformation)
equation

F(F(a,x),y) = F(a,x*y)

where F : r x G :) DF -+ r and * :G x G ::> D.... -+ G,which appeared after 1973 and some
open problems. This survey is a continuation of the paper of Z. Moszner, The translation
equati~n and its application, Demonstratio Math. 6 (1973), 309-327.

In the secOnd part of the lecture we survey results in iteration theory during the past
decade. The topics range from commuting real functions to cellular automata. A number
unsolved problems is discussed.

FRANTISEK NEUMAN: Functional and differential equations.

In the first part of his 5th problem Hilbert asked: Is every locally euclidean topological
group a Lie group, Le., does it have a parameterization in which the group operations a.re
analytic? The affirmative answer was obtained, after consecutive partial results of several
mathematicians, by von Neumann, Pontrjagin, Chevalley, Gleason, Yamabe, Montgomery
and Zippin between 1933 and 1953.

Inspired by this, one may ask whether it is possible to transfonn ("reparametrize") a lin
ear differential equation into another one w;th smoother (analytic) coefficients. For second

14
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order equations, continuous coefficients can always be transfonned iota analytic ones. This
is a. correct, however rather misleading result, because for n ~ 3 the answer is negative, in
general. Cn - 1 is the order that ensures the affirmative answer; Cn-'l =Co for n =2. Lower
orders cannot be improved, they are invariants.

Functional equations play an important role in the proof of this result.

KAZIl\fiERZ NIKODEM: Some functional inequalities connected with con17u functions.
(Joint work with K. Baron and J. Matkowski).

We consider the functional inequality

fetz + (1 - t)y) :5 tg(:z:) + (1- t)g(y). (1)

Theorem 1. Let I eRbe an inteM1a1. Functions 1,9 : I -.. R satisfy the inequality (1)
for all t 'E (0, 1) and x, y E I ij, and only if, there ezists a convez function h : 1 -+ R. such
that. . ~.?,

f(x) ~ hex) :5 g(x) , x E I.

As a consequence of the above result we obtain the following.

Theorem 2. Let A be a positi17e number. A function f : [0,(0) --+ R satisfies the

inequality

fetz -+ (,\ - t)y) :5 t/(x) + (A - t)/(y) (2)

forallt E (0,'\) andx,y E [0,00) ij, andonlyif, there ezistsaconvezfunctiong: [0,00) ~ R.
such that

· g(z) :5 fex) ~'g(%) , % E [0,(0), ~: .

LUIGI PAGANONI AND JÜRG RÄTZ: Conditional functio~alequations and orthog

~nal additivity (Su~ey)

Same examples of classes of conditional equations coming from information theory, ge
ometry and from the soca! and behavioural sciences are presented. Then the c1assical case
of the Cauchy equation on a restricted domain n is extensively discussed.. Same results
conceming the extension of local homomorphisms and the implication "O-additivity implies
global add~tivity" are illustrated. Pro~lerns concerning the equations
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[e/(x + y) - af(x) - bf(y) - d](J(x + y) -:. l(xO - f(y)] = 0
[g(x + y) - g(x) - g(y)][f(x +y) - fex) - f(y») = o.
fex + y) - fex) - f(y) e v (a suitable subset of the range)

are presented. 0

The consideration o( the c:onditio~al Cauchy equation is subsequently focussed to tbe
case when it makes sense to interpret n- as a. binary relation:

f : (X, +, 1..) -+ (Y, +); f (::t + z) = J(:r:) +J(z) ('Ix, z E Z; x 1. z).

A brief sketch on solution; under regularity conditions is given. It is then shown that all e
'regUlarity conditions ~ be removed. Finally, Several applieations (also to physics and to
the actuari~ sciences) ar~ discussed. .In all these c~es t~e attention is focused on open

.problems aild possible extensions of previous results.

ZSOLT P ALES: Symmetrie funetional inequalities.

.In the talk we deal with the functional inequality

where F : I, x ·0·· x In --:.. R is a given symmetrie c~ function with "the property that

Xi .... 8,F{Xt,···, Xj,····, Zn) (Xj E Ij)

is a nondecreasing function for each fixed Xlt· .• Xj-lt Xj+1J·· . ,Zn, while the ~unctions J, :
Ii -+ R are unknoWD (11"'· ,In are compact intervals of R). The solutions of (*) are com
pletely desaibed. As application, we obtain the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality. and
Young's a:nd Jensen's inequalities.

LUDWIG REICH: Ein Kriterium für die Existenz iterativer Wurzeln von Potenzreihen
transformation und Verteilungs/ragen.

Wir setzen unsere Untersuchungen über die Verteilung iterierbarer Potenzreihentransf~r

mationen in einer Unbestimmten .bezüglich der schwachen und der starken Topologie fort,
hier für Transformationen mit iterativen Wurzeln einer gegebenen Ordnung. Wesentlich ist
als neues Hilfsmittel ein Kriterium über die Existenz iterativer Wurzeln einer Potenzreihen
transformation gegebener Ordnung und mit gegebenem Linearteil, welches verwandt ist mit
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einem ähnlichen Kriterium von Schwaiger-Scheinberg.

lVlACIEJ SABLIK: lVew results on an equation o{ Abel.

We continue investigatiog the functional equation

(E) fb[xf(y) + yf(x)] = f.;?(x) +~(y)

which was first considered byN.H. Abel in [1]. In the paper [2] we gave a complete list of
.. continuous solutions of (E) in the case where % and y were in a real intervall containing O.
..The purpose of the present work is to solve (E) without assuming that 0 is in I. Instead we

assume that 0 e f(I).

[1 ] ABEL, N.H., Sm les fonctions qui satisfont a. l'equation ep% + epy = t/J(%fy + yfx).
Oeuvres Completes de N.H. Abel red.igees par ordre du roi par B. Holmboe, Chris
tiania, 1839, tarne premier, 103-110. Original version in J. Reine Angew. Math. 21
(1827), 386-394.

[2 ] SABLIK, M., The continuous solution of a funetio.nal equation of Abel. Aequationes
Math. 39 (1990), 19-39.

WOLFGANG SANDER: Sum form information measures.

We give a survey on recent results concerning generali~ additive sum form information
measures. There are ooly few open problems in this a.rea and it seems that they c6uld be
solved if the general solution of the following functional equation would be dete~ed:

f(xy) + f(x(l - y)) + f«l - x)y) + f«l - x)(l - y» = 0 (x,ye (0,1)").

e JENS SCHWAIGER: On the stabilitll properties of a system of functional equations for
generalized trigonometrie functions.
(Joint work with W. Förg-Rob)

Let G be an· ahelian group, n ~ 2 an integer, q an automorphism of G with q" = idc,w
a primitive n-th root of unity in C, and t an integer such that 1 :5 t ~ R. Let us consider
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functions Ij : G -+ e,o ~ i ~ n - 1 and the vector F :=t (/0,/1'···' fn-d. Then we define
" A := AF :=' (A}, A~, . .. ,AF- 1

) by

A}(x, y) := Jj(X +qt(y»_

- (L~=oWU~t)' Jt(X)f;-l(Y) - 'L,';;l+l W(n+i- 1)' Jt(x)/n+j-t(Y»)

for 0 $ j ~ n - 1.

We investigate the solutions of the inequalities

IIAF(x, y)1I ~ ~ and IIAF(z,Y)1I ~ b(x), (x, y ~EG)

.where ~ is a noIinegative r~al number, 11·11 anormon CD, and b: G ~ 114 some given function.

ABE SKLAR: The generalized translation equation.
(Joint work with p. Zupnik).

We take t~e generalized translation equation in the form

F(.s,F(t,x) = F(G(s,t),x)

for all s, t in T arid x in X, where F is a fuilction fI'9ID T x X ioto X and G is ?- groupoid
on T, Le. a function "trom T x T inta T. We consider the followiog problemS:- (1) Given
G, characterize the F's such -that (*} holds. (2) Relate G, which need not be associative, to
groupoids that are,..e.g., semigroups. (3) Relate F to semigroups, in particular, by charac
terizing the F's where left-multiplications (the functions Je on X defined by ft( x) = F( t, x))
are precisely the left-multiplications of semigroups on X . ..

GYÖRGY SZAB6: Orthogonally quadratic mappings on normed spaces.

Mappings that are quadratic on orthogonal pairs of vectors· have been studie<! by several
authors. In [1] a general approach was giv~n to this problem, using sesquilinear orthog~

nality. Under" someweak conditions, such a mapping is unconditionally quadratic. Here we
consider this question on areal normed space equipped with the well-known Birkhoff-James
orthogonality. Even in this more complicated situation some analogous results ~e valid.

REFERENCE

[1 ] SZABO, GY., Sesquilinear-orthogonally quadratic mappings. Aequationes Math. 40
(19.90) 190-200. "
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JOZEF TABOR: Quasi-linear mappings.

Let EI, E'l be real normed spaces and f E [0, 1). A mapping / : EI -+ E oz is ca.lled
quasi-ünear if it satisfies the following inequalities

(1)

(2)

11/(% + y) - fex) - f(y)11 ~ fmin{II/(x + y)ll, II/(x) + /(y)!f} for x, y E Eil

II/(ox) - o/(x)1I :5 fmin{II/(ox)ll, 101 II/(x) 11 for z e E},Q e R.

Some basic theorems conceming linear mappings also hold for quasi-linear ones.

The problem of the exi_stence of linear approximates for quasi·lineat mappings is also
cons·idered.

MARK TAYLOR: Some irreducible balanced equations.

Let W1 = W-z be an equation in terms of a single n·ary operation. This equation is
said to be Belousov if, for every subterm u, of w" there exists a unique subterm Vj of
Wj containingprecisely the same variables, i, j e {I, 2}. Krapei and Taylor determined
that the irreducible Belousov equations on binary quasigroups were characterized by certain
polynomials over 7Z-z. Later Taylor showed that every nonempty system of temary Be1ousov
equations was equivalent to either a single irreducible equation or a pair of specific equations.

In this paper conditions are given which chara.cterize 'the irreducible Belousov equations
for ternary quasigroups by certain polynomials over 1L3 • The result is generalized for p-ary
(p prime) quasigroup operations in terms of 1Lp[x].

MARIA SANTOS TOMA.S: On heights and norms and some characterizations 0/ inner
product spaces.
(Joint work with C. Alsina and P. Guijarro).

e In areal normed space (E,IIID we consider the one-sided derivatives p~ of the convex
functional p(:r) = IlxI12 /2.

The mappings p~ playa crucial role in cbaracterizing inner product spaces. In fact, when
the norm is derivable from an inner product (E, <», then p~(z,y) =< x,y >.
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Using these mappings, we have considered several notions of a height of a. triangle and
we have stlidied them in relation with characterizations of inner product spaces.

PETER VOLKMANN: Eine Charakterisierung von polynomialen Funktionen mittels der

Dinghassehen InterT1all-Derivierten.
(Gemeinsame. Arbeit mit A. Simon).

Es sei J ~ lR: ·ein nichtausgeartetes Intervall, f : J .... R und a" f (x) ~ f (x +h)- f (~ ).

Satz. ~;:f(z) = O(z, % -+ nh e J) ist äquivalent zu

Dnf(x):= lim :(~)n6ij"';ol/n f{a)
a:5x:5ß JJ~Q

,8-0!0

o (x E J).

MAREK CEZARY ZDUN: Commuting functions and simultaneous Abel equations.
(Joint work with W. Jarczyk aJ;ld K. Loskot) . .

Let T be a non·void set and let -00 ~ a < b :5 00. Vfe consider the 'continuous solutions
of the system of Abel equations

.0(/,(%» = o(x) + A(t) , t E T , %.E (a, b),

where fh t· ET are homeomorphisms mapping -the ·interval (a, b) onto itself, which have Iio
fixed points and are pairwise eommuting, and A : T ~ R is a. given funetion.

_ In particular, we show that, for every rationalßow of homeomorphisms {r, t E~} -(i.e.
ft 0 f~ = r+·, t, S •e ~), mapping (a, b) onto itself ~thout fixed points, there exists a
continuous solution a, unique up to an additive constant, of the system of Ab~l equatJons

a(f(z» = O(X) + t ,t E~.

This solution is monotonie.

Berichterstatter: Kazimierz Nikodern
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